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Quality control   in   industry  leads  to   tables  and numer¿ 
cal   data  whose   figures   are   not   identical   but   normally  present   vj 
nations   independent of   any   disadjustment   of   production   mechanism. 
The   unavoidable   war lability   of   processing   can   OP   atributec«   to   mul 
tiple   facture   which   should   bu   considerad   to   be   of    a   rauiuu  nature 
except   uihtn   variations   can   be adacr ibed   tu   one   ut    moie   syvUmatic 
causes. 

The character ist¡cs   of   a  product   are   dependent   un   a  great 
deal   of   factors:   machinery   (tip»,    speed,   condition)   ta»   material, 
manpower,   general   cundid ions  of   wo i k ,   etc.    In   spite   of   cart;   to 
keep   these   factors   uniform,   this   is   only   achieved   in   an   imperfect 
manner.   Thif   results   in   the   characteristic   of   trie   product   presen- 
ting   deviations   with   resoect   to   desired   mean   wahies. 

A   process   is   under   "control"   whan   those   deviations,   which 
are   random   in   their   nature,   fail   between   set   limits   and,   within 
this   interval,   they   distribute   following   a  given   la*.   Generally 
the   noimal   or   Gauss's   law   accounts   foi   these   accidental   variations 
between   products  piuduced   under    ídentual   conditions.   According   to 
the   degree   of   development   of   a   technique,   ttn    nlative   distribution 
curve   of   a  character   can   be   more   or   less   wi<e.   Whin   baussian,   it 
is   defined   by   tne   mean   (i entrai   value ;   ano   the   amplitude   (01    range) 
or   the   standard   deviation   v var i abi 1 11 y   index). 

In   this   way   an   industrialist   can   guarantee,   with   a   cer- 
tain   degree   of   certainty,   fixed   from   the   prop'': ties   of   statistical 
laws,   that   the   products   from   a   control l»d   process   lie   between   yiven 
limits.    Alternatively,    the   buyer   cannot   test   each   of    r.tu:    items   he 
gets.   Hit.   problem   is   to   finii   the   nu.nbei   of    indiv   duals   to   in.    tested 
in   each   lot   and   ho*   t,, choose them   i>o   that   he   is   aluo-.t u;ttain not 
to   be   sent   any   lot   deviati.u.,   from   set   tu) e r am e. v»   or    alternatively 
not   deviating   in   a   proportion   greater    toan   the   determined  one.     ln- 

.tion   (.militions,   Hi^    seller   tar.   asses 
lots  ht    is  of- 

versely,   knowing   these   reception   ¡ 
the   risk   of   refusal   fot    a   certain   proportion  of    the 

Tin    seller's   risk    i <>   at   a   minimum   when   trn    m* r c»>and l :>e   is far iny. 
i'flson ' lai , perfectly   controlled   during   pi ocess ir.g.    It    is   therefore 

that   the   control   be   carried   out    in   a   continuous   .aanner,   uo   that 
any   deviation   from   either     .* andards   ot    si.ee. i f i cat ions   caü   be   coi ree 
ted   rapidly. 

The   main   objective   of   statistical   contini   of   processing 
is,   on   the   on»    hand,   to   find   to   what   extent   vaiMtion   can   be   expec 
tad   to   ba   normal   and   to   what   point    il   can   be   considerad  that   var ij 
tion   is   not   consistent   w:tn   random   ctusti   but,   on   the   contrary, 
they   show   the   presence   o*    systematic   causes,    i.e.,   the   presence   of 
something   being  wrong   with   proeensmg.   (Jo   the   other   hand,   statis- 
tical   control    is   intended   t>   ensure   tna   agreement   of    reiuided   data 
with   "a   priori"   specifications,    l.i   the   first    instante   the   control 
will   be   acting   upon   the   correct   setting   of   the   production  mechanism; 
in   th»   second   the   agreeuent   between   recorded   data   and   spec if¡ca- 
tions   is  examined. 

The   production   control   has   two   distinct   objectives: 
secure   steadiness  or   profluetion   in   tht   course   of   tima   and   to   limit 
the   proportion of   wast»   fro»,   rpec if icat ion  deviations.   Control   i» 

to 
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i  *•-«- tho nrncBsi flow. The distribution 

:r:iîd-.°.uiron. SA^Mí:; °y¿°r > .-PI. 6.t«-r 
„era?   individuals,   «¡11   ai«,   f"  r^.ffris'rBQuUed   tÒ   bs 

""tribUt1„^r   ^%rac^elí;^=A   to   record   the 
.hole   Qf   tïrp.'tn.t   =.„  b.  obt.in.-   in   t?u  «»^.^.c 

replaced   by   the   stud»  e,f   some  of        a     y^d   easy'f,   calcu 
be   considered   ai   :>çff 'C un Uï   W res th     central 
late.   Tnese   typical   measures   arc   those   descrioi   « 4     j 
„alue   and   the   «.tt...   Ih«   for-r   is   .p.cjf   c   to     t.uhni^     , 

lit»«   of   prouuc     a  .    th^   a  te     t.   i ,„„  of   slal.istic. 

„„-.-   in  SÎiïi  Aro!     t..   t-c^ì^^ 

i.„tr.^i.b•riBii!;.aun,r""..ii»v \ui,[S...;----- 
c.l  «ethoda,   through  the   app   '«^"f^  f Quant7control   tech 
ra   or   less   auto»..tica  ^»"^"fof   a  ma^hewtical   Statistics   ty- 

^-'-IriF cK rKÄSSii serfs'1 

to develop certain phases of the  hoi . u selr t0 

Srìnr.^l^r.ìSìt.'iS.Ì"'.^«.« entreprise should ai» at. 

1. Statis*-^*1 parameters 

1.1 

1.2     Measures  of   location 

-DC  of   Incation   or   averages   are   the   following: Thu  main   measures of    location   ui   av='»s 

1.2.1     The   arj.thmtìtj.c_mean 

This   is  the   position  parameter  more   widely   used   and   it 

i    the  duo!     :,:     ... -  -idi.  te  su« of  -   ----^„.I 
the  number   of  the«,  tat   x   UB   une   va* 
lues: 

«hin  calculations  are  made  from  a  frequency  distribution 
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table,   the   central  values  of  each  class   interval  must   by  multi 
plied   by   the   number  of   times   the   class   is   present.   Let   M   *2  *; 
the central   values   of   the   class   intervals   and   f-,   f2   f3   the   Tre 
cuencies, 

£*i +    X' +   x. £" 

1.2.2     Median 

This   is   the   value   of   the   variable   defined   by   the   con- 
dition   that   Li.ere   should   exist   an   equal   number  of   observations 
above   and   below   the   median.   Therefore,    it   is  tne  value   equidis- 
tant   to   the   extreme   values  which  have   been   found  or   central   value 

of   tue   variable. .  ,•_,,,_   fh„ 
When   the   variable   is   a  continuous   on.:,   it   divides   the 

variation   field   into   two   equal   parts. 

1,3     measures   oí    scatter 

A   stat   stirai   set,   or   sample,   is  not   entirely   defined 
tlv   its   mean   valut,   it   is   only   defined   when   in   addition   to   ta 
mían   ÍDarameter   of   location)   tne   standard   devotion   is   ta,.en   into 
Icliî      ratter   parafer).   That   is   to   s.j.   to  ^ain    i   ;o,p le te 
information   ¡Tom   a   sample   it   is  necessary   u.   .;MU*   its   va, laDil.ty. 

The   .nain   scat    -r   measures   arp: 

1.3.1     Ihe   ranye 

I,iL.   s,n,,lB8t   scat« paran- to;    i*   t  ,-    »neju,   which   is 
the  difference   between   th..   eUren.'   values   vi    tne   variable   in   t.ie 

sample. 
The   ranje   is   given    i tne   same   units   as   the   mean 

1.3.2     The   standard_deviatior._ 

,in   is  the The   saud-e /.it ion   of   a   vaiue   from   an   o : 
square   root   of   She   sum   of   the   squares   of   ih,   dif f .: - sees   be  wear, 
;hat   value   and   the   origin   divided   by   tne   number  uf   values.   Let   A 
be  the   arbitrary   origin, 

8=- Í (x   -   A   )' i.e. 

square   deviation   is 
represented  by Q~ : 

When  the   arbitrary  origin   is   tne   arithmetic   mean,   the 
referred   to  as   the   standard  deviation.   It   Is 

../ 



<r = -i- í (x - x)' or 

expressed in the same units as the mean. 

The square of thu standard deviation is the variances 

(f u 
1 s — ; 

=  £(x - x ) 

When the number of individual in the sample is smell 
(n<100) the sum of the squares is divided by n-1 instead of n. 

1.3.3 The coefficient of_varia.t ion 

It is sometir.es convenient to give the standard devij 
tion as a percentage of the mean. This is the coefficient of va- 

riation; 
 "  (f. 100 

cu =  
x 

The   coefficient   of   variation   is   a  dimensionless  quan- 
tity;   it   is   an   absolute   measure   of   scatter   affording   comparisons 
to   be  made   between   different   populations. 

1.3.4   The   Percentajjejilean  Range 

Thf   application   of   the   Statistical techniques   of  Quality 
Control   has   brought   about   neu/  parameters.   A  partlcularly^useful 

or 
P-  • .-    . , 
tical   techniques   ana   it   is   easy   to   apply. 

For   large   samples,   made  of   smaller   sub-samples,   when 
the   range   R   of   the   latter   is  known,   the   mean   range   can   be   calcu- 
lated.   This   parameter   is   related   to   the   standard   deviation  of   the 
population   through   the   following   equation; 

'ont rol   has   brought   aoout   new  paramimia.   «   H«*J. W ^^„» ~,  
¡ne   (mainly   in   spinning   control)   is  the   Percentage  Klean   Range   or 
J.ffl.R..   It   is  easy   to   grasp   even   by  the   non-initlated   in   atatla- 

T? = <S'd2 

»here  d2   is   a  constant  dependent  on  the   size  n of   the   sub-sample 
The  PAIR   is   defined  by:_ 

R   x   100 
PfdR   =    

«here *   is   the  grand mean   (the  mean  of   the   means of  each   sub-sam- 
ple).     Then  the   coefficient  of  variation   is  related to   PIAR  by i 
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Cy   s       (PMR) 
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2.   fflf^lbutiong 

2.1     The   Norma*   Distribution 

Oihen   a   quantity   is   under   t(.«    influirne«   of    •   nullit   of 
and   thase   .re   snail   and   independent   fro» 

shown   that   the   individual   va lu«s   uf   •»•nu 
causes  of   var > at ion 
each   other,   U   can   be 
remtnts  folio*  Gauss's   law. 
a  generai   character . 

The   main   characti i i st it: 

the   variable   ii,   a   cuntinuoua   om , 
•tricaiiy   distributed   with   a 

uf    tni.'   Hinan   as   values 

ThU   property   grants   th»    Norma;    la* 

of    U-. 
T t i t;      Ï  t 

i a« 
1 it !• 

on   has   played   a   i'iuiif^l    to***     a* 
PS&ful    application   to    t'«   r.t.idy  of 

uf    the   î.:npl M. it»   of    t'i*'   ar Un- 
it UM s   on 
di v i at ion. 

at 
">o t 

mean   and   ai '   symme 
tails  of   on   both,   bides 
ther   from   the   conter    (F ¡y.    1;. 

The.  Nurmal   Disti mut 

a  long  time   because   of    its   su 
errors  of   observation   and   because 
metic   involved   and   Uu   definiti,   character   of   u-   *;-* — 
¡Ihich   it   is   de   endHnt,   viz.    the   mean   and   ine   .   a^ a, «J 

There   is   ttu.-   perjudice   of    t^^.inu.u   t» 

tributions   tu   be   found   in   industrial    ¡'t«cMu   at. 

Normal,   foi   a  distribution   tu   be   Norma 1    it   is   •,. 
the   variable   bu   under   the.   effect   uf    d iff. rut   ..t...« 

which   are   independent;   \2)   That   the   *<fet. 
pendent   from  tru    others;   (i)   That   tn,-   eflei.. 
in   relation   to   the   sum   of    tnt   effects.    < nest- 

to   normal   distributions. 
The   aiiuve   corni it ions   an    appio* im¡ 

practice,   lilhen   th.-   mod.an is«  of    the   observed 
tent   with   such   conditions,   the   values   of   any 
lation  may   be   distributed   according 

The   studied   character   i -   a   physical ., ,r„rtlw   ,# 
the   random  mechanism   coming   into   play, 

quantity,   (c)   if   the   numerical   data 
as   true   measurements   of   the   studied 

i -    *e i i    * no*n   mh»ii 

e Ì u»t *• i     aunu t   the 

• requ* •>  i y   «fi ich 
ma   fas t ••>< t    and   f aj, 

1    ti 
: 

••   ut 

f   eat1 '   »- au MI 

o1    each   eau 

i o dit lui' 

iSil 
nit 

:     . 1 )    Tnat 
«a! lit ion 
tie   íruJa- 
«   ö«    saall 

« v   1 ¥, ad 

ily    fuli! 
phi numen a 

O f    an y   i hiiii ttt 
to   the   Normal    i a«-   on 
m>asii[ aoi e   quantity» 

directly   ar*«cts 

t ollectwd   ( a'     tie    t.o>> 

qt.ar.t it y 

i i 
¡j 

y» 

«i   in 
eunsi»- 
a  popu- 

iy    if»    (») 
(b)   if 

such   s 

tie «CCtpt (l) 

led   ü» t . 
techniques   baaed 

The   hypothesis   of   nuimality   cannot 

the   apropriate   statistical   tests   -ave   u..«n  cat 
The   aplicatior.   ot    statistic 

mality  to  non-yaussian   data   is   liable   to   lead   to   nijlv 

conclusions. 
The   normal   curve,   however,   can 

butions   quite  well,   affording   treatment 

of   many   distributions 

ficult   to   handle. 

tiw 

Out 

; fad 

•f tat 

upon  fior- 
mi -»leading 

of    tins   type   whic 

I 11   many   ui   tnodal 
m   an   apps u« .matt' 
uti.e rwise m Igt-1 

il i 81 t i - 
mann«t 

be   dif- 

flCUÍt t0 N ^¡-theory has also been .ppUed tu »on-no, .-1f11- 

tinq. Finally, non-noimal distributions nay au- • *•«» * *•*• *fl 
ting,   rinaiiy, „„rmoi    thrnilíl|,   a   ihanut-   in   tn»   vaiiaöla. 
to   curve   approximately   normal   through   a   er angt M#(..n   -„ 

In   the   normal   curva   tu,   arithmetic  mean,   the   «adían  an 

the   mode,   or  more   frequent   value  of   the vat labia   coincide.   It 

and 

1» 



fully described  »hen   the  mean   and  standard  deviation   are known. 

If   values  of   one,   two   and   thrtje   standard  deviations 
are   takm  on   both   sides  of   tht   mean,   un   the   normal   curve,   the 
proportion  of   observation;,  within   tht    inttrvals  thus   limited   is 
as follows: 

Interval   * ± &    -  bii% 

x  •   2<J =   9556 

1 •     3rT=  99,8% 

in other  »orde,   if   a  sample   is  taken   at   random fro«  a population 
following  Gauss's   la*,   there   is  a  probability  ofi 

0.68 (68%) that is «ill not fall outside the limita mean • 1 S.D. 
0.95 (9b%) thet is will not fall outside the Units mean •, 2 S.O. 
0.99899,8%)that    it  will   nut   fall   outside   the   limits  «ean ±  3   S.O. 

Thus,   an   interval  of ± 3  S.O.   practically  cowers  the 
whole   distribution. 

2.2      Non-yauaeUn dUUib.yt.iani 

2.2.1      ihf fiinofiji_djstr¿ügtinn 

As known, mo probability of an event baing a aucceee 
is equal to tri» r »t 10 of to the number of times that success is 
passible to lutai number of outcomes, if the latter are equally 
probable.   If   p   is   tn«.  probability  of   success  and  a,   is  the  probj 
bllity   of   * alluri«,    thtn   p   •   q        1. 

Let   H   tn»   lutai   nuraDti   of   outcomes of   an   «vent,   the 
arithmetic:  ««an  of    Wm  ut ubac i i itv  distribution g   is  m  ~  Np.   The 
•tandard  dtiviat.on   it.  s     V Npq.   This   distribution   is   referred 
at  the   binomiaJ   distribution. 

2.2.2      Jhj fi»i»Jon  distribution 

la  the   limit  uf  the binomial  distribution «hen an« of 
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iÄ".p.io': "ä «¿. m »... >.,.,!= «... — 

3. S^'o,    fibres   i.,   tr,.   cross-^C. ion  »I    .   S..v,r  or   v.tn. 

4. Number   of   machine   breakdowns. 

The   standard   dewiation   of   Poisson 

s   = Vm 

distribution   is: 

'.2.3 

3 

3.1 

3.2 

,here  .   is   the   -an ^  h a8sym(trical   and   it   bjco-e. 

„are   .ymetricaï   aa  m   increases.   Its   limit   ,s   th,   normal   distri- 

but ion. 

the   consideration  of   this    interval   «i±i   ^ 
the    same   sort   of   amplications   shown   foi   Gaus3   s   la». 

Sampling   distributions.   Standard  error 

If   a   number   of   samples   are   taken   from   t^/'^f^^ 
v„r   «...r-h   a<5   the   mean   or   the   stanuaro   UB 

„nd   .e   calculate   a  páramete       ,, ¡ta d>    ,f   thB 

viation   of   «-^^"aroe        n   s       au"   can   be   grouped   into     a 
number  of   .amp   e       o   _arg,      th ^^   ^   clps(jr   tQ   an 

ideal   continuous   curve   as    the   number   of 
is   a     "sampling   distribution». 

The   sampling   distributions   ot 
viation   are  Gaussian,   but   distributions 
of   variation   are   assymetrital.   However, 

samples   increases.   This 

the   mean   and   standard   de_ 
of   rani.e   and   coefficient 
in  practice  tr.i    whole-   dij 

IBS   mithin   Ini limits   mean  ±   3   S.U.   very   appro- 
tribution   still   1 
ximatel y. 

Tnc   »standard er,or»   is   th,   standard  d.v;atiun   „r   the   ,«.,1 i-m 

find  the   limits  out   or   umici. ^ H affliraCv   0f   an   es 
, i-i    i  ,„       If     riri    hfl    used    to   measulfc    tni-    aCLUiauy    ut» 

ïîirt-:°OÎdt0   «.-s."na'uaï"-   of   disagreed   u-ta.an   ub.arv.d 

.nd  -P-tod^^s.^   ^^   ^  ^^^   in   lht   ba-u.   units  as 

the   variable   which   is   being  me asur »d. 
lile   shall   nou!   show  what   the   standard   eiruio 

parameters of   location   and   scatter   are. 

th«  main 

Standard  ertor  of   the  mean 

The   standard  error  of    the  mean   ist     s» 

../ 



This   formula   is   very   important   in   statistics  and   i . 

is   ind«p»nd.r.t   fro«   th.   sh ,p,   of   the   frecuency   distnuution   and, 

therefore,   has   a   q<nural    application. 

11 anda r d   brro r___oj__ALgllüi.JHaAurAí¿ 

TUfc   standard   >rrur   ut     • ••»    t.td. .iai.1   ciuviation   is:    a*  =   -^=- 

The   standard   error   of    tm    ^'_^j''rit   llf    ^'satl°"   1SS 

cw   v   /        ¿ cy: 

¿II 

*•   ftatiatical   [liett.uduiQyy. LilL..^1 ^¿ÜjlsL! 

lu.. .om..  out   of    a   1 imitad 
a      s I r . v • s»   I o   >., « t   i 

,j„1.1t'l.    : ¡na   iiHiíiai   mter ¿jrusm   of    thfc 

si 8    i       fuímuidtfi!   or     t'*   pop-   1 a- 

on   , . llM> . u a,    cu- •  ..}. ta' IO-.B   .n ,   alti r^ati 

.,,   ,   H,    .-,,i üTti   ;   iJat .,.    ''>. <  ,    3! otist *t. al 
'      ' " ,    ..      ,   , t(.    «     t -.      '   ypilt !   t   9 IS 

4.1 The   st-it i st i 

number   oí      n      r w i 

mi'thüd    .      '<••   t'-)i.o*9t    a   hH;u 

t ion.    ' '  i       ^       íi«->í'' (! 

wely,    it   f-a"   pt-   =>   l- 

anal y s -       i '    •<   *   •    i ' 

it     ,«    ut)'. iUl/      t'ilt    aOhu    -..--•      -s   .  >a.--->        « - 

.„    '... -,.,>   .M.H>   no   .Mtiu    »o*   lai.-i'       '   =•    '^H->     l    -     *uv    trie 
•'      *"'1 -     ,  '"        .        flt        ...      .       ...      '     .     „„    t  .,••     -i      •••••"...at. •'     =.r    (»fib 

of      i -, ;)at:i. t '• t y •     > I 

•  . . il   t 

sider   dr    • . •        a 

Cul1 \l*   I    ••»   i  » ,    . ' '.. •  «     ,  ¡ •••  • 

Li.;*  '• !  '•   ' ' *• 
. • t ,. ¿i   . 

tr..    iP     : >' 
Ut      ¿l'I   »      .   • -. • . » .;•*!.    ' 

tfc   tl'<*'     a ;   i • ( \ *       -J ' 

qt»i t    tr- a* .   V '    1      *  ' 

Of'w,    at       ' a - - * !'••, o i   i !  ; 

' hi;   ')   pi ! 

m% t/u   t . ..i- a • !    • ,i t r  = r   n , 

M if iC »r ;.c . .   .; t. >    . 
ut      ' .;,"'«.,       . ' 

O     i U*:   ;      1 v •   '. *• a ; •       ' • 

and   1   p*" ,  f     ! 1 •  . > » •>   . 

it   , i * ll'llt J *   . Li'    tu    CO'i- 
• ',;:.•     un« 

¡)»:»t i11 

oí I -it'    ; T     j ; 

v»'••'   ¡lata. 

'.    i s : * 

'    i. it-'«      a 

•i, 

*»  . 

a ;•>   a 

i   a      a    tri.« 

• : r   L r.acK mq , 

lai v   .int'   üat 

ip 

.III       (.. i : ».-    t u;tt 'lin 

,; -i    t -.*   if ai     r-t»-   go i at .on    1" 

yfc » i   'i:   " •   * ' • 

intoni!,    ' '"       <•>••' 

t, i J i i.    ¡n   • • ' al' 1 *  •     . 

• av   ;>aPi's '•    *'M   * ' 
»t i*   st' JtM ai    '' 

fui    ti.. *>v • 
fu 

ïl* U'        »      ' i       , 

r.-d   as   ti-»'   "-»!*   ;-. iq- 

i,     i H    *t.f UH' i    i> ighei 

¿ '. *      t'.i tu   :      Ci'!   t 

. , e    .i 

v a 

t   i ' " ï.. 

. t ' > 

¡ üi ,   '.un,   ii'i'.i '•' -ili    « t a— 

,,-,        <<       ,-tfc.,    'i,-.».   Ha«, ¿u   i>.   ,u, D1 at ion ; 

M .<i-,t»   Dai'   ti-        -t -..I*-   * i tr     a 

...   • .roup   ..t    ail   pu- Mti.»   i-v.M,* s   that 

\;   ...  i» , » ...'     • to-«--    tí-.-   .oí   .»  <t .-m.    1»     fei« 

• r„       ut«.    * . 1 1    t»*.    t«!    » '--     o- .-    U-rt iifHj, 

« . nui   \   : vi''at» . • « t y . 

d-i.it.,    a*    -.in'     !'1*     ki! .'»i tul« *>   ''a«1-     J0»1 

,,,.!    iru.i...»     siat • tt u al   "twsta" .    1 ha   hy- 

ì,   vi*-   "nuli   nyfiui ''«ili" ,   that   is   to   say, uo t *>i •    •>   ' i.   ni*   11 -fit w<!    ...    .           , - 
7h,       ,-.     .-   nawiattoni   MU*   t».».   population,   oi   of   i.artal..   e»P«ri- 
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uih ici „,,,..   ,ul.j9      tht   "tests"   ta-,   «.-ither   prove  ur   dispro 
üU    '   dandu.   ,   source   of   «ration,   Dut   they 

'„ÜUL.U5U..C«.    in   a  set   ot    expérimenta   or ob- 
tha   null   hypothe- 

tic    U* l Stem t    uf 
nt-vei   pruje   its   •- . 

at; ve   answur   with   respect   tu rnntrarv 
i«    valid   whatever   th-    numuer   uf   contrary 

However,    if   the   number   of   the   latter 
Went   (ttfuUnq   tlu-   hypothesis  »hen   this 

can 
starvations,   a   ru  , 
sis,    f uunü   t i urn   test , 
answt.ru   alrt-ady   rtxüidtd, 
is   hiqh,    the    impío bat) It' 

r »n   m-   found   to   ot;   realised. tan   üt   four.ü    cu ^   interpret   the   same 
nature   of   the   formu 

1    & series 

robability   of   finding   the   true  na- 

f   "tests"   can   be   more   oi   i» ss  adafi 

tin n   power   is   «.¡ri au le 

to   refute   anil   the   tort 
thesis   and   then    is   a   higher   p 
tun»   ü(    im    phenomena. 

Un   tíu    other    hand, 
ted   to   hypothesis   and 

I hi    f.pecial   n«tuto   ot    tot 
••   nntkH      if    it   is   assumed   that   ay the    id«a   ot    "risk   .    ir    IL   io   o hunnth,((,,8   , .,   true,   that 

t-   .      *K,    n..n   hvnuthHsis   when   the   hypotnusi»   i-   tlu   i 
u3   refut«   the   nu   ) ^VPütr        iio   th(    conclusio„      f   anac-diffs- 

not   .«iil,   the   »test«   has   made   u.   runon   a 
De   tLpieiBiited   öy   a   probability, 

is   to 
i »>nce 
' 11- s t 
which 
If    it 

say, has 
«htn it docs 
k ind i i :>k. ! ' 

statistical tests leads to 
i won "test" has made 

r rsk can 

taken ab a function of the 
thi 

/•   desired   to   limit   the   nsk   to 
statistical   taeles   gi«»   the   value   tu   -je 

number   of   samples. _     .„..„...,«e   the   ualue   of   the   first 
ymetrical   test.   The  condi- 
a   test   load,   are   subject 

roving   the  null 
LlJ   "   "ww ,""   .    ,.   '    .„„íiu   false,   that   is   to   say,   to   reach 
hypothesis   when   it   is   actually   raise,   w   o aihirH  rharacteri- 

"H »     i»t.       .....t..<i   n(    the   naramiiter   which   cnaraci»»* the   conclusion   that   the   value  ot   the  par ambi. 
,fc8   the   population   is   equal   to   that of   the   sample,   when   there   is 

../ 

A   test   which   tends   to   decrease 
t. ind   risk   as   inoct)   as   possible   it-   an   ass" 
ll0nb   to   which  the   application  ot    suet. 
liQ «hich   consists   in   not   disp 
tu   a   se cond   k ind  error , 



]? 

a difference between them, 

5. The main comparative tests and their applications 

5.1  Comparison of means 

The "t", or Student's, test is used here, «hich ia 
particularly useful fur small samples. When an experimental 
mean x is compared with a theoretical mean m, 

I*  -   ml 
- V7 • 1 <r 

where _V   is   the   number   of   degrees   of freedom,   equivalent   to  n-1 
(n  =   sample   size). 

Uihen two experimental means "x-j and x2 found from earn 
pies of size n^ and n2 and standard deviations (J*1 and 0*2 r88~ 
pectively, are to be compared first tru- pooled standard devia- 
tion   must   be   calculated:                                                     

T" 

<r = *<• X 1     -     X )        +      £ (X2  -   x2) 

and  then 

t  = 

n1   •  n2   ~   2 

|*1   - 72| 

n-| n2 

The   "tw    Tables  afford   calculation   of  the  probability 
that  an  experimental  value  of _t   be   equalled  or  exceeded   in  con- 
nection  with   the   ranoom   sample  variation.  Normally  the   5   per  cent 
and   1   per   cent   significance   levels   are   used. 

5.2    Comparison   of   variabilities 

Snedecor's F   test   is used,   u/hich  affords  a comparison 
betuieen   variances: „ 

(T,2 

The significance of F is tabulated as a function of the 
degrees of freedom \l^ - n - 1 and V- = n - 1 ( n^ and jj2 

are 

the  sample   size  of  samples  of  standard  deviations (f.,   and   (j*^  res 
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pectively).   In  the calculation of  F  the   larger variance  must 
aluiay  be  in  the  numerator.     This   criterion  can  also  be  applied 
to   compare   the   variance  with   a  specified  value. 

5.3    Confidence   intervals 

Tht.   foiraula   for   Student's _t   can   be   rearranged   so  thati 

¡x -  m\  -- 
*\fv?f 

and 

m= "x  •  t 
VÜ7T 

i.e.,   when   the   mean  and  standard  deviation  of  a sample  of  a gi- 
ven   size   are  known,   the   intervals   within  which  the   mean   utili   HE 
at   certain   probability   levels,   can   be   found. 

Thkj   principle   can   be   applied   to  difference  between 
means  of   two   samples : 

In any case t is the value from the Tables for the co 
rresponding degrees of freedom antl the desired significance le- 
vel . 

For samples where n"> 30 the _t values for significance 
levels of   1   per   cent   and  5per cent   ate   1,96   and  2,58  respective 
iy. 

Sample  size 

Ute   may  wish   to  estimate   the   sample  size   n       with  an 
error   for   the   estimate   of   the mean  not   greater  than  a certain 
value  I   per   cent.   The   fallowing   expression   is  used! 

t2CV2 

where CV is  the   coefficient  of  variation, 

If  the  parameter  we may  wish   to  calculate with  a given 
error  is  a measure  of   scatter,   the   sample   size  is, 

n  = 
t2CV2 

2  E2 
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In  these   formula»,   t   is   1,9b    >     2,58   depending on  whe- 

ther   the   probability   level   is   5 per   LU t   ur   1   p«.»r   cent. 
Centrally   the   s amp It:   siif   fur   a   cir^ct   est imate   the 

mean   is   n   =   3D. 
íOí    '.cat'ci   mta-uitis   Uu    ...iipl..   p   x»     lie     oetuiern   30 

and   40. 

6.   The   analysis  of    v gii ance 

anal y z 
tabi« 
De   ase 
numbf i 

int] 
tu 
r it' 
of 

T*H:   nu tho-Js  of    variane*   analysis  due   to  f inner,   afford 
tin'   var,abil;t.   of   a  pioduct   tu nun   t^ia   is   nut   attridu- 

st viral    f/)i',i:s,    i-arh    -.(\r. ,,,•     a   .,man    »« f f *> r t    t>.„, t    it    can 

lrit o 
by   ttu 
ishich 

p r o b 1 h 

(a) 

(b) 

sub- 

the 

ns: 
P in 
f in 
the 
to 

i   (J ,      ,i L 
c a . t> < s 
Tries»     ii 

samp les 
t. tu m at ¿c 
inf   ut hi,i 
Tfii    anaiv 

It ast   in   part,    t 
• acn p rudiii irn, 
t''.;iii. rt qu i r* 
t huüiOiäeni'Uuü 
i:, ti. I vn nt. ion   u 

,   tne   mtfivtnt ion   ,,f   a   small 
an   ,»,.•   ! t c i.ii.1 : »•   ft t t>i t , 
11-        ÜÜStrvfh!      !J'L a    t U    Ï.M 

, ; u;., ' •i    i« "  -1 t    d r *    c.' • «a i a i. 
f      On I;     ü i      l;iDI   !.l.      f  dL t ,' r 

on 
i ? 

v . i .an lilt-,     f   datd   u 
»di , Ji i i      ..f f u t Us    suivi!. 

grouped 
s i i sed 
,   of 

to   be   found. 
t ;..    fol lo*im 

diny   u/i > tu :    a   I,IUU¡J   ut    «jmplBS    i      nomo   .nfuuS. 
difiu   x r i   '.-•*    vdï.a'ulity   o'    a   putìuidt .on   ;f     n. ar> ^ r etni-n'.s , 
part   di.t   to   e ,mcu   .jn..i   the   ¡¡HL-   mi.uh   tais   ut   attributed 

sybtfc'iia'  . e   iiü'iui.s   o'    vat.ation    v t. >n * I o i i ed   cause«). 

Il   af'oídi.   stparatii   tust,!..,   of    ' •>a   m'ìu-i-re   of   tue 
different   factors   undei    control   and   of    m te reac t sons   amori 4   thus» 
factors.    It   ha?   a   large    f ¿> Id   of     tppi it: at ion,    .unii-    it   tend»   to 
reach   tnt   objectiv»    of    a:.y    mvtht. ,at¿on,   lutii   a;>   if"     identifi- 
cation   of    tni-   (.aiisi-s   jj'iuat*      t fed    1 ;>   n> in,   st-;ni-d. 

6.2 In   Uiality   ;.u-'.tiul    it    iu   quite   ui tfii   useful   to   d 1 St r la mate 
thu variao.lit, f 1 urn j;f 'i ¡«ut siiuiu-s. 'jhuittut mctnods based 
opon IM- rat'Hjf can be advantageous» 1 y used matead of the tradji 
tional   mote   co., bi-i some   F iihi-r's   t.cn   iq..,<s. 

It   un 11   be   iuta, .til   in tu    tnat   in   any   piocess   *r»plyinç) 
several   macóme ,   at   mor>    thi    tutal    valíante   .md    its   components 
"between"   and   "outrun"   .TîU-U   be   cons iderud.   lhese   ar«   relatad   by 
thfc   foilocinq   expression» 

•   W. 

•here, 

y/vu«   s   Total   variance 
WD     *   Variance   bt-tinten  «achines 
\Jm    s  Variance  wit fi in   tne  Machina 

It   can   also   be   written! 

<c 2 
<r0  • ifm 
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1') 

or»  throufh coefficient of  variation* 

2 2 2 

Th«   liknUtion   of   total   and  »ithln-eechine   variation 
con  be  calcul ati  i   uuuuqh   the  me on   rang«   in   a  too   fold   oayi 

1,   Basati   upon   the   relationship! 

(f   *     
d-» 

ut 
R2 

'—? 
d. 

2.   According   ta   rei atlonshipat 

i»2 
R2   « and      Ö 

k D2 

•hora k   is th« nurabei of groupa of siza n. 

J2 02   ond  d-,   are   depundent   on   sample   s we   according  io   Tablai 

n D2 

2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
e 
9 

10 

2,000 
3,656 
5,014 
6,15? 
7,14ò 
§,014 
8,784 
9,477 

10,109 

1,128 
1,693 
2,059 
2,326 
2,534 
2,704 
2,847 
2,970 
3,078 

Tho "between" variance can ba found by subatrocting 
the "oithm" variance fro« totol varionca. An exemple »ill bo 
found   in   Appendix   I 

7,   Régulation   conttol 

7-i    Sheehart'a con.rol  charte 

The   technique   introduced  by  Sheohart   in   1931   takes  ifl 
to  account   the  «san   and  either   the   atandard  deviation   or   the 
ranga  as   the  only parapetare,   and   it   is characteriiad   by  an  in- 
qanoua »ay  of   recording   atatistical   data,   as  they  como  out  as  o 
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function  of   timo.    It   is   based  on  the ±20    and ± 3 CT   intervals 
on  both   sides  of   the   mean   in   the   normal   distribution. 

When tht investigated citai acttr is a measurable one, 
control beyirs at a stai tiny point, tin; observations being re- 
corded either singly or in successive samples of several ODse_r 
vat ions at n ijuldi timi intervals. In. sontrol di ay ram is found 
by tak un, the urtiti f 11,1.111 of tin, s amp iti un the abLisae and the 
valuu uf tin- variable on tht ordinate axis, s ach :,ampli: origi- 
nate s   urn    pu int    ( f  i...    ,' ) . 

1'.i    ai ltiuni.tiL   nu an   ih   used   as   measure   oi    tht-    central 
value,   ititi   SLdttir   , arametor   is   i lttw-t    the   standard   deviation 
or   tin    idiu.t ,   The   (nimbi    is    ¡sed   fui    larye   samples   (   n>1Q)   and 
the   latti i    lui    s ¡sa 11    samp.es   (n<1U). 

¡i     ado it inn    tu   chai Is   fui    tin 
for   variatili it y   or   stutter. 

Onte   datti   frum   a   piucess   has 
that tht ir 

mean, others are used 

ti flit', they art- t,ruupei.i suet 
ahouid afford th- thee¡.lit 
appro*» m te nantie r (this is 
thesis of tin stejuini ss of 
tiid, it * 11 1 afturd t iniüm 

samp i» s   ut    k nuian Of    futi j i ' 

t ion. 

Of    the C e t 

a auf t .IK 

been   collected   tor   some 
statistical   analysis 

ai   distribution   ut   be   found   in   an 
generally   yaussian).   Then,   the   hypo 
processine,   is   set   out.   When   accep- 
the   di stri hut ion   of   the   properties 

size,   from   the   theoretical   distribu 

If   ute   cutu,der   thi    ar 11 lime t i c   mean   as   representative 
i'ra!    value   a   confidence   interval   Luch   t ti at   there   is 
•(iti y   tuyh   a   probability   of   t indiny   mithin   the   same   the 

Mean   uf   sample,    i s   defined.   Practically,   the   control   limits   on 
both   sides   uf    ttit    mean   cui respond   to   values   of   the   99.B   per   cent 
probability.   Another   pair   of   limits,   referred   as   the   "warning" 
limits",   ctrrespond   to   the   9h   per   cent   probability   and   they   are 
set   on   bot' s      mes   of    the   mi an   on   ancillary   purposes. 

If   t;,L    consid-red   dar ac L t¡ i , s t ic   of   a   sample   faiis 
with in   tht   .nntrul    interval,    the   result   dues   not   contradict   the 
hypother *s   ot    the   sttadiness   of   trie   mean   and   there   is   no   reason 
to   quest ion   the    nypot In. s - s   (however,   the   hypothesis   could   be 
inexact.   Seiond   kind   risk).    If   the   car acter i stic   falls   outside 
the   contro,    interval,   the   hypothesis  of    steadiness   can   not   be 
accepted   situi    tin    piuuability   is   very   loin.   Therefore,   it   is 
reasonably   accepted   that   teiere   is   a  disadjustment   in  processing 
(however,   the   hypotnes.s   could   be   exact,   first   kind   risk).   By 
reason   ot    tins   fact,   as   we   ssali   soon   show,   there   are  other   com- 
plementary   ci itérions   mi tri   the   sane   or   better   efficiency   than 
the   om    »«plained   above. 

In   the   absence   of   any   systematic   cause,   the   chart   should 
appear   as   a   series   of    random   points.   The   plottiny   of   points   uihich 
appear   to   be   lyiny   in   certain   priviieyed   areas,   the   trend   toward 
a  certain   régulai ity   in   their   array,   are   pointers   to     the   hypo- 
thesis   of    disadjustment   (or   to   the   existence   of   a   relationship 
amont,   the   samples   or   pieces   drawn).   The   observation   of   such   irre 
gularities   cannot   be   considered   as   siynificant,   but   in   the   event 
they   had   been  previously   defined   as   a   criterion   for   control;   "a 
posteriori"   a  limited   series   of   points   gives,   in   effect,   an   ia- 
pression  of   internal   regularity  which   mould   be  of   significance 
except,   if   it   would   eventually   appear   quite   frequently. 
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On  this   3 i.ie  of   thought,   one   of   the  more   important 
criterions  comes  from   examination   of   the   trend  shown   by   se- 
quences   of   points.   Those   sequenceb   fall   into   two   categories. 

(a) Increasing or decreasing prendi A sequence of points 
each above (increasing trend) or below the preceding 
one   (decreasing   trend). 

(b) Trend   whereby   all   points   fall   belou/   ttie   central    ualue, 

The   longer   a   sequence   is,   the   more   unlikely   of   it 
happenning   by   chance.   Usually,   the   following   rules   aru   consi- 
dered   for   the   two   classes  of   trends:   a   sequence   of   five   points 
iz,   a  warning   signal   (attention   tu   further   behaviour);    a   sequen 
ce   of   six   points   is   an   alarm   siynal   (the   study  of   the   causes 
of   disadjustment   should   begin   at   once);   a   sequence   of   seven 
points   shouis   a  disadjustment   (i:top  pruduct ion) . 

Sequences   can   also   be   controlled   on   the   criterion  of 
the   longest   sequence   observed   for   a   set   of   points. 

I ither   an   increasing   or   decreasing   sequence   may  be 
pointers   to   a   long   term  change. 

The   above   enterions   da   not   take   into   account   the   na 
ture   of   the   parameter   under   control,   uenerally   as   we   know,   con 
trol   is   carried   out   on   a   set   of   two   parameters   (central   value 
and   scatter)   whose   simultaneous   examination   contributes   extra 
precision,   since   the   information   supplied   by  each   of   them  res- 
tricts   the   significance   of   the   carácter   supplied   by   the   other. 

It   is   advisable   not   to   neglect calculât ions   and   to 
draw   the   lower   limit   in   the   control   chart   for   scatter.   This, 
quite   often   is   not   done,   on   the   excuse   that   a  decrease   in  sca_t 
ter   is   associated   with   an   improvement   in   the   "statistical  qua- 
lity   of   the   product",   no   account   being   taken  of   the   fact   that 
a   tempüIcJiy    iiiipi uv ¿riñen t    in    (Jiut-e^aiiiy,     x!     nul    at 11 iuu t able    to 
chance,   will   point   to   a  disturbance   uf   which  the   source   must   be 
looked   for. 

It   follows   from   the   above   that   a   trained   statistician 
should   be   able   to   discriminate   through   simple  criterions  and   be 
fore   the   technician   realises   it,   the   existences of   any   anomaly 
in  processing. 

In   Appendix   two   the   practical   rules for   the   applica- 
tion  of   5hewart's   control   charts   are   given. 
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7.2    Simplification  of   control   charts 
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ferrei   suggests   a   proceduti;   which   is   essentially   uf 
the   samt    t v; e ,   u«-.-e? 11-    .se    ib   made   of    the   mid   ranqe,   the   median, 
and   t.'i"    ; ange ,    a      .HI   alternative    nei hod   to   usual   charts.    The 
range   mid  points   is   the   mean   of   the   extreme   values   in   the   sam- 
ple.    Although   mhen   the   pruces     is   under   control,    the   method    is 
less   eff ici   ut   tnan   the   classical   one,    this   method   permití,   easy 
detection  of     u. si ., r banc H    in   tru    process.   Calculation   is   very 
simple   since   ou   y   extreme   values   in   tre     sample   art    used. 

A.*, "tough   the   metnoo   i:   nut   a;,   eff. ci ont   as  that   of   the 
mudian   ari   ranqe   innen   thi    piocesv   is   unoer   contini   and   for   impor- 
tant   variations   in   the   processing   mean,    it   presents   interesting 
qualities  because   or   simplicity  of   application. 

I ho   details   ar      given   in   Appendix    ill 

7.3     Control   charts   with   no   calculât ior.s 

This sort of charts 
control through the median an 
illustrates one such chart, ID 
individual measurements have 
median of the sample being si 
pie size is an odd number, th 
son of this fact, i: is conve 
an odo number (in or example 
and scatter parameters are in 
range of each sample can e as i 
between the extreme values. I 
median of each sample have be 
by a pointed line the extreme 
the   range  can   be   seen. 

After   a  number   of   samples   has   been   selected,   25   in 
our   example,    the   median   of   the  medians   is  found   (P  point)   and 

jn .¡asud   upon   the   techn ique  of 
'!    Ji.. 1 -ranges   shown   above. F ig.   3 
i ;e r« the   points   corresponding   to 
been plotted,   the   points for   the 
tinaie d   differently.   U/hen the   sam- 
c   po 1 nt   is   inmediate   and, by   rea- 
nient for   the   sample   size to   be 
n = 5). In   this  way,   the  position 
eluded   in   only   one   chart, since   the 
ly  be found   from   tire   dist ance   apart 
n   the Figure,   the   values of   the 
en   joined   by   a   continuous line   and 
values,   so   that   the   evol ution   of 
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To   draw   the  control    limits   foi    the   individual   values, 
the   ranye   of   the   median   mill   Dt    divided   by   üj      (set   ApuuHix   11$ 
and   thi    quotient   mill  be   multiplied   by   5.    in  fact   R/dÇ      is   an 
estimate   of   the   standard   deviation. 

This   method offers   the  followinu   advan tagest 

(a) No  data   sheet  or   arithmetic   are  n^ctssary   to   calculât«   the 
mean   and  the   mt an   range. 

(b) Since   out   of    control   o bserv/at ions   du  not    affect   to   a   large 
extent   either  X  or   the   R  of   the  medians,    repetition   of   cajl 
culations   for  central   line  ano   control   limits   art   practi- 
cally   unnecessary. 

(c) The centre   line   in   the   chart   is  tne   most    adequate   fui   couri 
ting   sequences  above   and  below   the   median. 

(d) Uihen   the ind i v idual val ue s  have   been   plotted,   it    is  possi- 
ble   to   indicate   the   control   and   specification   ur   toleran- 
ce  limits. 

(f)    Comparisons   can  easily   be made   bet meen   capacity   ami   actual 
scatter  of   process.   The   graph   can   easily   be   summarized. 

A   similar   method   uses  the   mid-range   as   a  measure   of   th* 
central   value   (Fig.   4).    In   this  instance   only   extreme*   and   mean 
readings  mil 1   be   plotted   and   the  procedure   is   similar,   tn.    centre 
line   in   the   iraph   can  be   estimateti   on   the   basis   of   tn.-   median  of 
the'mid-rangee«.   The   coefficients  to   tit    applied   are   slightly   dif- 
ferent,    as   shoum    in   the   previous  section,    (see    Aepeedix   111) 

Here,   it    is not   necessary   fui    tht   sample   size   tu   be   an 
odd  number   as  uihen   working  with  the   median,   and   the   graph   is   very 
clear.    When   there   are  many   samples   with   anomalous  r <inu.es,    11 k. ,,,tfca: to 
use   the    median   graph   to   that    of   mid-ranges,   since   the   foi mer   lesa 
affected   by   what   Clifford's   "contamination"   of    th»    i amies,     lut   for 
small    ranges   the   mid-range   is   an  efficient  measure. 

All   short   cut   methods  are,    as      Iready    said,    lf£>i>   effi- 
cient   than   those   based   upon   the  mean   but,    industrially,   wider 
control   limits  can   in  some   instances   be   an  advantaye   (except   for 
really   sevoie   control)   because  they   make   adjustments   less   frequent. 
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s   invariable;   the   time   taken   to 
r   Sheuiart's   charts   (almost   by 

•  half),   «tuet,   is   very   important   in   order   to   secure   stability   of 
the   con&idered   purawat-i, 

un, way of establishing these charts utili bu found in 
Appendi« lu. TI1I..V can also be used for control of faulty piece« 
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f • 5     Trend qrapjhs 

Thi:. nam« refers to a shurt of data piattine mhich is 
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This type of chart, «hen in card for», can be used 
for machine control or for yarn and fabric characteristics. Ufe 
will show several examples in Appendix V. 

8. Aceptanca control 

8.1  Specif nations anu tolerances 
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ctive  of   a  specification   is   to   establish 
itifas   fur   the  material   or   end   product, 
t t.tiot    6ystem   affording   to   find   whether 
lot   has   such   properties  or   not.   Genera- 

•-.)   on   a   sample   selected   in   a   definite  mar» 
subjected   to   Leitain   testing   must   yield 
certain Ì imitsC'CK.   limits").   These  limits 
part   in   the   specification,    so   that   they 
tukinw   into   account   the   inherent   variabi- 

n cunt rol, affolds HíVL st ; ...at ir,y système 
ce, which can eventually oe p ro.¿ressive- 
mination must be pursued until variation 
stem  of   random   causes,   over   uihich   there 
that   can   ue   considered   as   a   cnarncteri_s 

rocess   un dm   study. 
production   should   D»    "   tatisticdiiy   con- 

ent   to   tít-^'it   aqret  .cía.   netwetn   specifica 
t.   dut,   statistical   control   affords   to 

(a) 

(b) 

Whether   the   whole,   oi    almost   the   lahu.e,   distribution   is  wi- 
thin   tolerances,   wheieoy   the   fa',   ty   fraction   is   nil   or   almost 
nil.   Here,   the   maintenance   of   the   stability   of   production   pro 
cess   secures   agreement   with   specifications. 
On the contrary, if the faulty fraction is high, the adopted 
processing is not wholly consistent with specifications; ma- 
chinery is not sufficiently accurate in its work, the quali- 
ty of the raw material is too low, or the specifications ig- 
nore the possibilities and limitations of the technique em- 

ployed. 

The   control   of   processing   is   a necessaiy   condition  for 
specifications  to   be   fulfilled,   but   it   it  not   sufficient   at  all, 
since   it   is  necessary   to   understand   that   if   a  given   production 
process   is  not   capable   of   making   more   than   a  certain   proportion 
of   the   production   falling   within   specifications,   any   control   will 
be   powerless  to   remedy   this   fact.   However  un   securing   stability, 
a  better   quality  will   be   obtained. 

Therefore,   specifications,   raise   two   disLinct  problems: 
(a)   the   regularity   in   production   muet   be   secured   through  appli- 
cation   of   regulation   control,   (b)   Setting  up   a  production process 
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tiling   on   tht   tolerance   range   on   both   side 
th'.-   following   cases   may   happen   (Fig.   7). 

(a) Tolerances 
There   mill 

(b) Very   narrow   limits;    it   i: 
of    the   product   should   fall   out 

of   the 

which   are   narrow   as   regards   the   scatter   of   process. 
always   be   a   fraction   lying   out   of   limits. 

difficult   to   avoid   that   a   fraction 
,    .   í of   limits   unless   there   is   a 

very   strict   centering   of   processine;. 
(c)   i/ory   wide   limits.    The   central   value   can 

not   bt mg   a   rt jectaule   fraction. 
cillate   and   yet   there 

In   Fig.   8   only   the   lower   limit   is   r-nn« íHO..D^      ü    ¡ 
testing   to   study   the   ,nean   to   be   produced   as  a    unction   'r*   "" 
lerances   and  process   variability     in   T      \ function   of   to- 

w-riaoiuty.   Ue   cannot   go  here   into   detail« 
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concerning   this  question   which   has only  been   pointed  out  to. 

8.2     Sampling   pians 

Thus,   in   ail   processing   stages   from   reception  of   the 
raw  materials   to   the   inspection   of   the   finished   product   before 
delivery   to    ,ho   consumer,    there   is   a  nued   foi    an   acceptance   cori 
trol   or   conformity   of   the   manufactured   product   to   specifications. 

UJhere   a   100   pur   cent   certainty      of   no   faulty   items   is 
_j___: i ,...._..      „;»-.,-, 1  ,,     . . ,-,  i  f       rhr.ul H     Ho      rfìorl.   [.H      iinnn Ti:      fhÎQ     ili a \/_ 

items   from   included   in   the   lot.   The  only  objective   that   can   rea- 
sonably   be   assigned   to   control,   is  that   of   realizing   a  better   dis 
crimination   between   lots   judged   as  "good",   where   the   amount   of 
faulty   articles   is   very   small,   and  the   "bad"    lots  where   the   carac 
ters   are   revursed,   so   as   to   accept   the   former   and   reject   the   lat- 
ter. 

8.3     Operating   Characteristic   Curve. 

determined The   control   car;ied   out  on   the   basis   of   a 
car,   lead   to   rejection   of   a  good   quality   lot   and   to   accB£ 
a   bad   lot.   Whatever   trie   quality   of   a   lot   under   control, 
a   probability   fur   the   lot   to   be   accepted   and,   another 

re ¡acted. 

•sampling 
tance of 
there is 
complementary   one,   of   being 

A   sinqiL   samp    inu   scheme   involves   independent   parame- 
ters  n,   N   and   e,   iutiere   n    is   the   sample   size,    N   the   lot   size   and 
c   the   limiting   v.ùue   o!    the   number   of   faulty    items   in   the   sample, 
which   if   surpasFüd   would   invulve   rejection   of   the   lot   (acceptable 
quality   level   AUL),    rítese   three   parameters   define   the   scheme   wi- 
thout   ambiguity. 

When the values fur parameters N, n and c are known, it 
is possible to calculate the probability of acceptance, according 
to   the   adopted   scheme,   of   a   lot  whose   faulty   fraction   is  p   (con- 
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ining 100 x p%   faulty items). T, 
is the "operating charactnristic 
li tu     fhonru     nume      thi.      ^ r, _ 1  .. t . — ,. • 

of P as a function of 
of the scheme. Proba- 

¡n aa a function of 
ri but on the three 

taining 100 x p%   faulty items). The curve 
p is the "operating characteristic curve" 
bility theory gives the analytical cipressi 
n, N and c. This curve, (Figure 9) dot-s not depi n 
quoted parameters, which univocally defin.. thu sam-1 inM scheme 
Therefore, it is equivalent to know the sampling -,lan or thp OCC 
of this later, because the curve describes graphically the statis 
tical properties of the sampling plan. If interpreted in frequen- 
cy terms it gives, for every eventual quality of the lots, the 
mean value for the proportion of tt, lots of this quality, that 
m the »long run» will be accepted (ordinate r.N in the curve) or 
rejected (complement film' of the ordinate). 

ComParison of ttieir operating characteristic curves, 
affords judgement of the respective merits of the 
and their efficiencies to be compared too. A sheme is the more 
satisfactory the better it affo 

the bad quality Jots, that i from , i.«,,, un, udu guaiiuy lots, tnat is to 
tance of a greater proportion of lots 
Whirl!  the  frulli,  F „„-*..• _„  : .  ^_  ,i 

of lots 
will be 

judgement of the respective merits of the sampling plans 
efficiencies to be compared too. A shemt  ' 

it affords discrimination of the good 
to say: that it leads to accep 

» 'J'""' H"JfJuiuon or xots subjected to control, fur 
which the faulty fraction is small, and tu a smaller proportion 

>r which tins fraction is important, that is to say, it 
ie more satisfactory when the ordinate 1 -c<  0f any 

point A of abc i s sa  pa, close to zero, be nRar to unity and when 
the ordinate/^ of a point Ü of abcissa Pb, close to unity, be 
closer to zu.ro. 

.    „    The flrst condition is mainly interesting to the »pro- 
ducer . « , the complement ofl-^, is the probability of a lot 
whose faulty fraction is pa being rejected, that is to say a good 
quality lot. It measures therefore the producer's risk at the q 
quality level; the second conditions is of interest the consumer: 
(fQ   the probauility of accepting a lot whose fraction is Pb  that 
is to say, bad quality, measures the consumer's risk at the Ph 
quality level. D 

If it were possible to divide the lots into "good" 

below 

    :,    --•----*   ~   lot   whose   quality   is   better   than   a.    (i.e of 
a   smaller   faulty   fraction).   If   limits   a   and   b   are    ieflneü hese 
risk   deserve   being   called   »producer's  7isk»   and   »consumer's risk» 
respectively   corresponding   to   the   scheme.                      °nsumer risk 

limit. The0<o   !nÍPp   values   represent   the   higher   and   lower 
limits,   guaranteed   by  ¥he»   adopted   scheme,   of   the   rejection   rieks 
of   a   satisfactory   quality   and  of   acceptance  of   a  faulty   quaïiîy" 
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on both parties. 
Once a sampling plan has been adopted, these risks 

can be found through direct calculation or by simple readiny 
on the operating characteristic curve, its knowledge cannot 
replace that of the curve (since it is equivalent to knowledge 
of only two points A and B on the curve), but it gives informa 
tion on the a priori ensured quarantees for the acceptance of 
the scheme. U.nverseley, if fur two a and b qualities tut max^i 
mum valuta ^0 and/9o  are established Deforehand  on the ope 
rating characteristic curve shuul'J fulfill trn. condition of 
passing on the two given points A and a. These conditions are 
not sufficient to determine this curve which is dependent on 
three parameters N,n and ce and, therefore, they do not, by them- 
selves, define the samplinq scheme. There are, in effect, infi- 
nite operatine, characteristic cuives passing on two given points 
and, therefore, infinite samplinq plans securing for tru piodu- 
cer and consumer the above guarantees. 

To define, without misunderstanding, a sampling plan, 
such a plan must fullfill a third condition, which car* arbitra- 
rily be chosen, where ü/ c.e uui««. >- - » * >• .-.^«••w ^•••^   -~ -•-- K*

j"i 
fullfilling that condition is selected from among the family of 
curves passing on A and B. 

The acceptance sampling plans can be desciibed, there- 
fore, by the three quantities given above, i.e., N,n and c. Thus 
one such plan could be the following: N = 50, n = L-   -»'< 
This means: From a lot of b0   individuals, pick up 
random; if the sample has more than zero defects, 
if not, accept it. 

an d c - 0. 
5 of them at 
reject the lot; 

Figures 11 and 12 show different sampling plans. In in 
dustriai practice it is customary to specify the sample at a gi- 
ven percentage of the whole lot, that is to say, 1,*, 3%, b%, etc. 
This specification is generally based on the wrong idea that the 
protection from the sampling plans is constant when the relation- 
ship sample size/sample lot is constant, by comparison of Figure 
11 to Figure 12, we can realise the advantages of using a cons- 
tant value for n over that of a proportional value. 

8.4 

control respectively .s equivaiwm. iu r-.H, «* n^„~...,. ,, 
value of the faulty fraction of the whole bulk obtained by grou- 

ping these lots into P.p. 

In the curve of-tf as a function of p, an eventual value 
p of the quality of a lot subjected to control, corresponds to 
the mean value of the quality that should be expected for thi» lot 

after control. 

This curve which binds the mean corrected quality is 

../ 
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tad that the control lots should be utilised by the consumer as 
they are. A knowledge of this curve affords, especially, to cal, 
culate the fraction of the production received, whoBe quality 
falls below some prtMt  standard value. Also, among otner con- 
ditions to be sut fur determining a sampling plan, is that in 
the deliveries of iuLs uihuse faulty fraction is above a toìera_n 
ce limit _li tnu m^a" piupurtion be at most, equal tu a preset 
value; this latter measures the maximum risk known tu the consu 
mer fur using lots mhos» quality is belou. J. (a posteriori risk 
of the cunt>umer ) . 

In a similar manner, in the case of a non correcting 
contro1, the pruducei can demand that, at mout, only a given frac 
tion of his production of whUh the quality is above a given le- 
vel, should be rejected. 

8.6  Single sampling, double, multiple and sequential sampling. 

Single sample: dy moans of tnis type of sampling, a de 
cisión is made on cither to accept or reject each lot subjected 
to control after one single sample lias been examined. 

Double sample: A secund extra sample is taken to better 
define the quality of a lot, mainly when the lot subjected to 
control is of a medium quality. If more than tuo samples are used, 
me are in the face of multiple sampling (see schemes 15 and 16). 

Sequential: In this type of sampling, the items to be 
examined, are not simultaneously taken into samples of a given 
size, but by successive random election of soparte units or by 
groups of size n, sampling being interrupted when the collected 
information affords establishing a significance judgement on the 
quality of the examined lot. multiple sampling is but a particu- 
lar case of sequential sampling. 

al plan can be set on a chart as a pair of 
17). it is limited by the acceptance line 
line h2 • ms. The values h-) and h2 are cal 

tions of the plan. In the graph, me have 
eptance, rejection and indifferent. The me 
ms are continually taken in so far as the 

within the so called indifferent zone. 
item, the acceptance line is surpassed, the 
à   in the Fiuure). uJhan on the contrary, on 
rejection limit a surpassed, the whole lot 
gure 17). It may happen that we should move 
zone without being able either to accept 

that event, there are special techniques to 
is convenient to do so. 
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Below   are   indicated  the advantages 

of   the  sampling   methods. 

and   inconvenience  of  each 

Factor Single 
s amp 1e 

Double Multiple 
sample 

Projection   against 
rejection of   good 
lots   and  acceptan- 
ce  of   bad   lots 

Wean  number   of   ins 
pected   items   per 
lot 

Variability   in   the 
number   of   items   ins 
pected  from   one   to 
another   lot 

Practically the   same 

The  best 

None 

medium 

Some 

The  least 

Some 

Sampling   cost   when 

:r!«5.rae taken The...» .xP.n.i«. ..-i« 

Estimation of the 
mean quality of 
the inspection lot The most accurate (fledium 

The   least  expensi\ 

The  least   accurati 

Sampling  cost   when 
samples  are   taken 
all   at   the   same   time     The   cheapest 

Training  of   inspec- 
tors   to  use   the   plan     The   easiest 

Psychological : 
Give   the   inspection   lot 
more   than   one   chance     The   worst 

The   most   expensive     medium 

The  most  difficul Medium 

Medium The   best 

8.7      Sailing   tables,:   to  facilitate   S^^;0-ieî^
8:;?;i;rÏÏ°lÎt: 

c.tSd  abo-     there  are   specja     tab  es  by dfereer ^.^ 

dely  used   being   the  u ^l"11^^^  of  Dodge   and   Romig   for   single   and 
sequential   samp 1 mg.   Also,   ^e   t-bles  or   u     g ^   three   typegJ 

double  sampling   and Columbia University, 

single,   double   and multiple. -.I1HD1B   0ian   in  textile   quali 

ty  .„^./ÍA «JÄ?  °.Î.VÏÎi1P-h°«.i-  or   t„...  Plan. 

is  explained. 
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APPENDIX I 

Practical application of the analysis of variance through th< 

Example of how the total variance can be split into its 
components »betunen« and "mithin", in the control of count varia- 
bility in a department of spinning frames. 

Table 1 shows trie method of calculating the variance 
within the machine and Table 2 shows how to find the total varían 
ce. The working parameters are the mean range H, the POOR and the 
coefficient of variation. 

To find the CU between machines, the total CU is substrae 
ted the "within« CU, and taking into account tnat tne coefficients 
of variation must always be squared for sum or substraction. Thus, 

Total CU = 5,4# 
CU Within » 4,0.2 

Therefore: 

CU  between  =   V   5»4* ~  4'022  =  3'60* 

It 
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TABLE   I 

Calculation of variation mithin 

Data June  1 Total        Wean        Ranga 

Frame   No. 

Total 
Mean 
Range 

43 

55,5 
50,2 
54,8 
52.1 

27 

51,8 
54,2 
50,1 
54.1 

212,6     210,2 
53,2        52,6 
5,3 ¿,1 

16 

56,- 52,- 
57.1 56,1 
55.2 54,1 
51.1 53.- 

219,4   215,2 
54,9     53,8 
6,0        4,1 

857,4 
53,6 

June   2 

Frane   No, 

Total 
Mean 
Range 

8 

50,3 
58,8 
54,- 
53.8 

39 

59,9 
58,2 
56,3 
57,- 

216,9      231,4 
54,2        57,9 
8,5 3,6 

XL 

55.5 58,8 
50,2 56,1 
51.6 59,2 
54.7 57.1 

212,-   231,2 
53,-     57,8 
5,5       3,1 

891,5 
55,7 

June  3 

Frame  No. 

Total 
mean 
Range 

Grand  Total 
Grand   mean 

21 

50,4 
52,1 
51,6 
53.5 

207,6 
51,9 
3,1 

29 

55,4 
56,3 
56,1 
58.1 

225,9 
56,5 

2,7 

JLL 32 

JÜL9 

58,8 58,6 
57,3 59,2 
56,8 55,7 

57.1 

226,8   230,6 
56,7     57,7 
4,9        3,5 

890,9 

2639,8 

55,7 

55,- 54,2 

_        54,2 4,5 x   100 -     2639,8 8,2 
R   =  —  =  4,5;   PmR   «= =   8,2;  x* =55;   CU»     =4,02 

12 55 12  x  4 2059 % 
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TABLt   II 

Calculation  of  overall   variation 

June   1 uaia 

Frame No. 43 V 5 1« 

55,5 
50,2 
54,8 
5?,1 

51,8 
54,2 
50,1 
54,1 

56,- 
57,1 
55,2 
51.1 

52,- 
56,1 
54,1 
53.- 

Total 
itlean 
Range 

212,6 
53,2 
5,3 

210,2 
52,6 
4,1 

219, 4 
54,9 

215,2 
53,8 
4,1 

June  2 

Frane No. 8 39 

59,9 
5B,2 
56,3 

57.1- 

 7_ 

55,5 
50,2 
51,6 
54.7 

12 

50,3 
58,8 
54,- 
^3,8 

58,8 
56,1 
59,2 
57.1 

Total 
(Tie an 
Range 

216,9 
54,2 
8,5 

231,4 
57,9 
3,6 

212,- 
53,- 

5,3 

231,2 
57,8 
3,1 

Frame No. 

Total 
mean 
Range 

June  3 

21 IL 
50,4 
52,1 
51,6 
53,5 

207,6 
51,9 
3,1 

55,4 
56,3 
56,1 
58,1 

225,9 
56,5 

2,7 

_il 

58,8 
57,3 
56,8 
53.9 

226,8 
56,7 
4,9 

Total 
Average  overall  range 

PIAR 
6,1   x   100 

55 
11,1 ; cv - 

IL 
58,6 
59,2 
55,7 
57,1 

230,6 
57,7 
3,5 

11,1 

2.059 

Overall  rang» 

4,2 
6,9 
5,1 
3,- 

5,4 % 

9,6 
8.6 

3,3 

M 
7,1 
5,2 
4,6 

73,1 
6.1 
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APPENDIX   II 

Practical   rulea  for  finding  Control   chart  umita 

Uíe   shall   now   study   the   practical   manner  of   finding   con 
trol   limits   for   niffeient   cast;:,   in   industry. 

To   simplify,   warning   limit',   twill   not   be   considered,   oin 
ce   they   are   not   a.way;;   unen.   Trie    f.,>1 losing   will   be   studiedi 

1. Contrul   uf   v.nuüles.       Tu   ;ie   applied   to   processing   control. 

2. Contri;1    o»     tu    faulty   fraction   and   defects,   for   product   claj 
sificat.on    luto   different   qualities   am)   to   quality    levels, 
ana   uther   aspi cts   weich   shall   later   >)e   shown. 

3. Contrul   ot   defects.   To   be  applied   to   fabric   defects,   in   ad- 
di t ion   to   othf. rs. 

1.   Control   of   vai rabies 

The following   cabe:;   should   be   taken   into   accountt 

(a) Control   of   small   samples   (size   n4:10) 

(ti) Contrul   uf   medium   samples   (size    11 ¿n ^-25) 

(c) Control   uf    lar.it*   samples   (size   n;>2b) 

In   any   of    t : if   above   cases   it   may   happen   that   there   is 
ot   there   i •..   net   a  given   specification,   whether   for   the   mean   or 
the   variability. 

In   (a)   the   mean   and   the    range   are   used,   the   mean   and 
standard   deviation   for   the   otters. 

I hi      .entrai   method   i :,   as   follows: 

(a) Choose   tin    variable   to   be   controlled 

(b) Choose   the   sample   size,   let    it   be   n 

(c) (flake   a  previous   analysis   of    some   25   to   30   samples,   of   which 
the   result«:,  unii   be   plutted   on   the   moan   and  range,   or   stan 
dard   deviation,   ,iept nding   on   sample   size   n  graphs.   To  plot 
the   points  on   the   mean   control   chart   the   mean   of   each   sam- 
ple   of   size   n   will   oe   found.    These   u/ill   be  plotted   on   the 
chart.   Plot   for   each   sample   of   Size _n the   selected   parame, 
ter   un   the  variability   chart. 

../ 
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(d) Calculate the mean for the uihole 25 or 30 samples. Also, 
calculate either the mean range or standard deviation de 
pending  on   sample   size. 

(e) find the control limits by means uf the formulas in Table 
1, according to the concrete case we may be dealing u/ith. 
The cunstants in Table 1 are dependent on sample size and 
they   aie   also   tabulated   later   (Table   2) . 

(f) Draw   the   central,   upper   and   luwer   control   lines   on  the  mean 
and   variability   charts. 

(g) Take   action   to   get   process   under   control. 

(h)    In   future,   take   corrective   action  when   the   control   chart 
suggests  to   do   so,   as   the   different   sampies  are   being   ana- 
lyzed,   and   do   not   change   anything  when   tne   graph   does   not 
8houi   the   existence   of   any   wrong. 

(i)   Periodically,   calculate   the   mean   and   tho range   (or,   alterna 
tively,   the   standard   deviation   for   large samples)   and   alter 
limits   accordingly.   A  minimum   of   from  20 to   30   values   is 
necessary. 

Two   things  may   happen  on   initial   testing   and   first   dra- 
wing  of   limits. 

1. All   points   representative  of   the   samples  fall   within   the   control 
limits. 

2. Some   points  fall   outside   limits. 

In  the   second   case,   the   facts  originating  points  out 
of   control   should  be   analyzed   in   connection  with   the   sampling me 
tnoo. 

When   there   is   a   technical   explanation   for   such  anomaly, 
the   points   should  not   be   taken   into   account   in   the   calculation of 
limits   if   the   source   of   trouble   can   be  eliminated   and   if/ it   is 
sure   that   future   processing   will   not   change   after   correction. 

it  may   also   happen   that   the   initial   analysis   gives   a 
deviation   of   thu   mean   from   the   desired   quality   (control   at   a  wrong 
level)   or   that   the   variability  be   excessive.   In   such   events   co- 
rrective   action   should   be   taken,   su   that   recessing   will   be   con- 
sidered   under   control   when   a  number   of   from   :b   to   30   succesive 
sample   results   fall   within   limits. 

When in the punodic ruvision some points 
outside limits, they will not be taken into account 
lation   of   new   limits   (when   circunstances  command   to 

happen   to  fall 
in   the   calcu- 
do   so)   if  the 

re ire   known  technical   causes   accounting  for   such   points. 

../ 
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TABLE I 

Measure 
Gì 

scatter 

Size  of 
sub- 
group 

Specif j. 
cation 

•             —  

Chart   for   the   means 

i         '         '                   ,———  

Chart   for   scatter 

Cent ral 
line 

Control   limits 

üeii t ral 
line 

Control   limits 

Upper Lower Upper Lower 

Stan- 

dard   de 

v iat ion 

>2b 

with X x+(3/vfñ)<r x-(3/Vn> G (l + 3/v/2n)ff (l-3/^2n~)< 

without X 7+(3/^)"s" x-(3/V^n")a "5 (l + 3/\/2n)s (l-3/tf2n")" 

11   a  25 

with X x  *   Aö" x  -   Ao" C2Ö~ B'<T a\o 

wit hout X x   +   As x  -   As C ' :. s B'2  s B1! i 

Range £10 

«ith X x   +   Ao~ x   -   Aö" d2(T D2cr f^ff 

without X x   +   A2R 7 - A2R R û4R ¡.i3R 

When the sample size is not constant, the control limits 
•ill vary depending on size, the same formulas applying for calcu- 
lation. 

Action will be taken according to whether the values of 
the mean and variability are specified or not beforehand. 

Example . 

A  spinning   frame   is   producing  a nominal   40s   count.     The 
data   from  30   days  on   the   basis   of   a  daily   tast,   are   summarised   in 
Table   3.   (for   the   sake   of   simplicity,   only  data of   the   first   two 
days   and   the   last  day   are   shown).   Sample   size  n   =  4   bobbins 

../ 
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rABLE II 

Group Factors for  the Factors for the   R (i range ) chart Factors for  the   s  cha 

size x  chart (standard  de 

C-2            B«, 

wi at ion. 

! n 
A A2 d2 D, °2 D3 D4 n,2 

1     2 2,121 1 ,880 1 ,128 0 ,000 3 ,686 0 ,000 3 ,267 0,798 0,000 2,298 

3 1,732 1 ,023 1 ,693 0 ,000 4 ,358 0 ,000 2 ,57 5 0,886 0,000 7,111 
4 1,500 0 ,729 2 ,059 0 ,000 4 ,698 0 ,000 2 ,282 0,921 0,000 1 ,982 
5 1,342 0 ,577 2 ,326 0 ,000 4 ,918 0 ,000 2 ,115 0,940 0,001; 1 ,88'* 
b 1,225 0 ,483 2 ,534 0 ,000 5 ,078 0 ,000 2 ,004 0,951 0,085 1 , tí 1 7 
7 1,134 0 ,419 2 ,704 0 ,205 5 ,203 0 ,076 1 ,924 0,960 0,158 1 , 7b2 
8 1,061 0 ,373 2 ,847 0 ,387 5 ,307 0 ,136 1 ,864 0,9fa5 0,215 1,715 
9 1,000 0 ,337 2 ,970 0 ,546 5 ,394 0 ,184 1 ,816 0,969 0,262 1 , 67u 

10 0,949 0 ,308 3 ,078 0 ,687 5 ,469 0 ,223 1 ,777 0,973 0,302 1 ,b4<4 

i    11 0,905 0,976 0,336 1 ,61b 
12 0,866 0,977 0,365 1 ,589 
13 0,832 0,980 0,39 2 1 ,568 
14 0,802 0,981 0,414 1 ,548 

15 U.775 0,982 0,434 1 ,530 
16 0,7 50 0,984 0,454 1,514 
17 0,728 0,984 0,469 1 ,499 
18 0,707 0,986 0,486 1,486 
19 0,688 0,986 0,500 1 ,472 
20 0,671 0,9B7 0,513 1 ,461 
21 0,655 0,988 0,525 1,451 
22 0,640 0,988 0,536 1 ,440 
23 0,626 0,989 0,546 1,432 

; 24 0,612 0,989 0,556 1,422 
25 0,600 0,990 0,566 1,414 

25 

i 
f 

3 

Vir 
1  - 3 1.4- 

V2n V2n" 

TABLE   III 

Bobbins 

1 
2 
3 
4 

(Ileana.... 

Ranges... 

Da y« 

1 2 3 

39, 85 41 ,46 40, 50 
40, 49 39 ,41 39, 82 
39, 41 40 ,32 41, 10 
40, 05 40 ,53 38, 55 

39,95 40,43 

1,08 2,05 

39,99 

3,55 

30 

38,93 
40,50 
40,62 
39,17 

39,80 

1,69 
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In practice  four  bobbin»  mill  be  taken  for   each  test 
and  a  100m  skein will  be   reeled   from each.  These will   be  weighed 
on   a  quadrant   balance.   Readings   to   nearest 0,1   to 0,25   counts 
are   suficient   in   routines   control. 

Calculations   are   as   follows: 

Grand mean: 

39,95  •  40,43   •   39,99   +   ....   •   39,80 
;   =  .      =  40,64 

30 

Mean  range: 

1,08  •   2,05  +   3,55  •   ....   +   1,69 

30 
=     2,01 

P.ffi.R.: 

2,01     x     100 
PAIR  e       =   4,92 

40,64 

The  count deviation  from  the  nominal  count  is,   in our  axampi»« 

100   (   40,64   -   40   ) 
=   1,6 

40 

The   coefficient  of   variation   can   be   found   from   the   PlflRs 

(PIÏ1R) 4,92 
CU   = 

2.059 
2,44 

The control limits are found in the following wayi 

For the mean: 

Control limits: 

x + Ä2 R xsspecified mean count 

Warning limits: 

x * — 
2  R 

d2 \pr 
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For   the ränget 

Upper control   limits 

D4   R 

The   values  of   the  constants   A2   »   ^2  8nd ^4 "Hl   **• 
found   in  Table     II      for   n   =  4. 

Therefore:   control   limits« 

40  +  0,73   R  =  40 ± 0,73 x   2,01   =   40  +   1,47 

Warning  limits: 

2   R 
40  + 

d2\fñ 
2   x   2,01 

2,06    VT 
40 ¿ 0,98 

Upper  range  limitât 

D4R     =   2,28 x   2,01   =  4,58 

These   are   the   limits   to   be   dra^n  on   the  mean   and   ran 
ge   charts. 

The   mean   range   and  the   PIÏIR   are   two   random  variables 
fluctuating   with   time.   The   statistical   significance  whether   of 
two  mean   ranges   or   two   PiilR's  corresponding   to   two   running   pe- 
riods of   a machine   car:   be   found. 

In   the   former   the   parameter   FR   is  used: 

I (d'2)iJ 

r R2 

(d'o) 2>2 

Where  Ri   and   R2   are   the   mean   ranges   corresponding   to 
the   tmo  periods  and   d'2   the  coefficient   from Duncan's   table.   F 
can   be  tested   by  means   Snedecor-Fisher  F   Tables   for  the  degrees 
of   freedom  given   by   Duncan,   which   are   dependent   on  sample   size 
and   the   number   of   groups     k  of   n   individuals   (generally  from  20 
to   30). 
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Tor   the  more   usual   sizes   and   tri«-   .»,:->t   common number of 
ÎroupS   in   spinning   quality   control.   Our can'      lanJea   give   the   fo- 
lowing  valuesi 

Wo.   of   Groups   (k) 

15 
20 
25 

n   : :     4 n •-    b " 7 

d.f. d'2 
d. : d*2 d.f . d ' -, 

i. 

41 2,07 M1 2,34 74 2,71 
5 b 2,07 73 2,33 106 2,71 
68 2,0 ; - — — — 

To  test   ttifc   significance   of   the   P.lii.R., t.ic   author  has 
• stablishtd   thu   significance   limits   for   the   10  %, 5i   and   V/¡>  pro- 
bability   lev/els   calrulated   for   k   =   2b   groups  of   n =   4   individuals. 
The   values   are   ahou/n   in   Taole   3 

I AÜLL III 

Siynificance levels 

, Pill Ht 

4 

10* 9% 1* 

3,4  -  4,7 3,3  -   4,9 3,0   -   5,2 
5 4,2  -   5,9 4,1   -   6,1 3,7   -   6,7 
6 5,1   -  7,1 4,9  -   7,3 4,5  -   8,0 
7 5,9  -   8,3 5,7   -   8,6 5,2   -   9,4 
8 6,H - q¡s 6,5  -   9,8 6,0  -10,8 
9 7,7  -10,7 7,4   -11,0 6,7   -12,0 

10 8,5  -11,8 8,2  -12,2 7,4   -13,5 
11 9,3  -13,0 9,0  -13,5 8,2  -14,8 
12 10,1   -14,2 9,8  -14,7 9,0   -16,1 

•ing  «ayt 
It   is   advisable   to   interpret  de   results  in  the   follo- 

(a) The   PRIR   falls  within   the   10%  limits:   the   difference   is  non- 
significant 

(b) The   PffiR   falls   in   thu   b%   to   10%   belts   the  difference   is   slightly 
significant. 

(c) The   PffiR   lit; s   in   trie   5%   to   1%  belts:   the   difference   is   signi- 
ficant. 

(d) The   PAIR   falls     nutsidL   the   1%  limits:   the   difference   is  highly 
significant. 
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2.   Control  of   attributes 

This covers the control of the faulty fraction, number 
of faulty ones (total and per unit). Poisson's and binomial dis- 
tributions   art   used   hero. 

2.1     Faulty  fraction   (proportion  of) 

The   scheme   is   as  follows: 

(a) Draw   a   list  of   possible  defects. 

(b) Group   defocts   into   categories   (largar,   smaller,   etc.) 

(c) Decide   upon  ujheter   all   sorts  of   defects  should  be   controlled 
by means   of   a  single   chart,   or   different  charts   should  be 
used. 

(d) Choose   sample   size. 

(e) Record data and plot them on the control chart for the faulty 
fraction. 25 to 30 lota will be taken in the initial calcula- 
tion . 

(f) Calculate  p   (mean   faulty  fraction)   through   the   formulai 

P = 

sum of faulty individuals 

£"n    t tal sum of individuals 

(g) Calculation of control limits: 

Upper control limit: 

p + 3 
P (1-p) 

Lower control limit: 

ì/TTWPT 
p -3V——• »   n 

Tí is the arithmetic iiean of the 25 to 30 considered lots. For 
p<C0,10 the above formula can rs simplified to: 

(h) Dra» the central and upper and louier control lines. 
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(i)   Again  calculate   limits  for  points   close   to  control  line: 

p   +   3 
(1-P) 

(n being in this instance, the size of the sample which is being 
analyzed) to sea whether the points fall mithin or outside control 
limits. 

(j) Take action to get process under control. 

(k) Periodically check upon the mean and control limits and tnke 
action if necessary. First checking should be done on ti>t 25 
to 30 lots following achievement of correct control to see 
whether the p value can be considered as normal. 

As in the control of variables, out.of control points 
in the initial stage, of which the causes is known and can be 
avoided, will r. >> t be taken into account for calculation  of 
limits. 

2.2  Faulty (number) 

The procedure is the same up to calculation of limits, 
which will be done in the following way: 

J^m     Sum of faulty individual in the sample 
p = -_ =    

2-n     Total sum of individual in the samples 

Control limits: 

n P + 3 |) np (1 - p ), 

The lower limit will be zero if the formula gives a ne 
gative value. If p <0,10, then: "~ 

np _+ 3 | np" 

the next steps being the same as before. 

2.3 Number of defects 

The steps are as follou/s: 

(a) Decide what a defect is. 
(b) Decide what a sample is. 
(c) Record data and plot points (first stage). 
(d) Calculate the central line and the control limitai 
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£c     sum of defect of n samples 

n Number n of samples 

Limits: 

c • 3\T? 

Using zero as a limit, if the formula gives a negative 
value» From here onwards the method is the same as before. If the 
control is for number of defects per unit, 

22u    total number of defects 

n    Total number of tested individuals 

Limit t 

u + 3 

If  in  these  cases  there  is  a  given spécification» 

Faulty  fraction: 

\/p'   (1   - P*) 
p'   +  3   u      ;     p'   =   specified value 

Number  of   faulty  ones: 

p'n  +   3   y   np1   (1-p')   ;     p'   -   specified  value 

Number   of   defects» 

c'   _+   3 ]J c'      ; c'   =   specified value 

Defects  per  unit      
,|  u' 

u'   =  specified value 

JIIJ. V.  . 

u'±3|(      ; 

The   rest  of  the   mechanism  is  the   same   as  for  control 
of  variables. 
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APPENDIX   III 

Calculation  of  limits   in  the   simplified   Control chartf 

Let: 

X  =  median. 

X  =  median  of  medians. 

R  =  median   of   ranges. 
*1   •  xn 

m  =   mid-range  = • 

[fl  =   median   of  miu-ranges. 

M =   mid  point of   mid   ranges. 

(a)   Where   median   X   and   range   are   used. 
Control   limits   for   the   nedian: 

X   +   A4R 

Control  limits  far   the   range: 

'6 "üft  R 

D5   R 

(b)   Where   the  mid-range  ID   and   the   range   are   used. 
Control   limit   for   the   mid   range: 

m +  A4R  ;   m + A5R 

The   same   formulas   as   before   are   used   for   the   range. 

These   modalities   for   control   are   well   applied  when the 
sample   size   is   not   greater   than   15  and   in   Table   1   the   coefficients 
AA>   A5»   DCI   and   D6   ar0   9iuen   for   samPle   sizes  smaller   than   10.   In 
the   parameter  of   location   charts,   the   median  of   the  medians   and 
the   centre   point   of   the  mid   range   respectively  are   used   as   centre 
lines.   The   latter   parameter   is  more  efficient  than   the   median  for 
n < 6     and   less   for   n>6. 
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TABLE: I 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

A4 

2,224 
1,137 
0,828 
0,679 
0,590 
0,530 
0,486 
0,453 
0,427 

A5 

2,121 
1,806 
1,637 
1,532 
1,458 
1,402 
1,358 
1,322 
1,293 

06 

0 3,865 
0 2,745 
0 2,315 
0 2,1/9 
0 2,055 

0,078 1,967 
0,139 1,901 
0,187 1,850 
0,227 1,809 

0,954 
1,588 
1,978 
2,257 
2,472 
2,645 
2,791 
2,916 
3,024 



APPENDIX   IV 

Calculation  of   Cumulative gum  Charts 

LA  and  LR   =   aver aye   run   lengths   for   the    &   andp producer   and 
censuriti' r    i i sks 

»A   and   mR   =   procer   mi an   foi    acceptable   and   rejectablo   qualities 

h   e   ordinati    at   tin    origin   tor   tru;   uppfi    limit   line 

n  =   sample   size 

Ihr-   fu« ílaí'-i ¡ tal   formulas   an;! 

L   = and 

CT* 

LR   = 
1   -ß 

h   -   a 
n   (mR  -   mA) 

The   following   évalues   are   recommended 

Control  o.   action   limit;    fa t   •   Q,Ü01 

Warning   limit:      c*a   -   0,010 

an d   / 3   - 0,b67   (which  correspondo   to  average   run 
lengths  of   2   and   3   respectively).   Then, 
the   a  eoef¡ icients   for   action   and  war- 
ning   are: 

Couf f icient     ¿ 

0,50 

0,667 

ai 

6,215 

5,808 

3,912 

3,506 

Alf   only   a   small  number   of   values   is   considered   for   risk» 
^ and ß      (for   instance«    <* =   0,001     and ß =   0,50   and  0,667)   the 

sample   size  mill   be   qiven   by   the   formulas: 
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i8 0,50 
n «  5,52 - 

mR  -  mA 

ft =  0,667 n =  3,33 
mR - 

Example 

<T =  0,6 
in  order 
g i v e s   a 

In   a  process  where   30s  counts   are   b-ing  spun,   with 
,   it   is   desired   to   establish   a  cumulative  sum  control  charts 
to   realize,   whether   an   average   from   a   second   sample, 

modification   of   one   count   (29   or   31). 
/9 -   0,3   ,   the   sample   size   is: 

0,6 
Calculât 
Action: 

For       i 

ion   of   limits: n=   5,52 
1 •h 

hi   =   6,215 
0,6' 

2   x   1 
=   1,119 

Warning: 

ha  =   3,912 
0,6' 

2  x   1 
a  0,704 

At   the:   beginning   of   control,   if   the  mean  of   the   first 
sample   (or   first   samples)   falls  between mft +  mp 

m0   -  _____   f   i.e., 

30   +25 30+31 
    3   29,5   and     --   30,5     (reference   values)   no   action 

2 2 
uiill   be   taken   and  the   values  will   be   plotted  on   th»   central   axis 
of   thé   chart,    ¡hen   there   is   a  mean   value   falliny  out   either   of 
the   action   or   warning   intervals,   the   nearest   reference   valuéis 
substracted   (29,5 or   30,b)   and  the   result   is   plotted,   on   the   chart, 
account   being   taken   of   its   sign.   The   means  o!    the   next   samples  are 
algebraically   summed   to   the   preceding  ones   after   subtracting  the 
same   reference   value. 
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APPENDIX V 

Trend Charts 
(a) Control of machines 

spanmn 
ta from 
eludes 
ded. 

the dif 
(in tho 
2 thou:, 
oalance 
10 m Ir 
uj i 11 u f r 

Assume (Fig. 1) a four delivery draaframe in cotton 
q, uhcrc it is desired to control sliver hank. The da- 
a meek's work is collected on a control card, nhich in 

the nects.ary blocks for data from each day to be reco£ 

Gn Lhtj basis uf the specified mean ( 2U-Q in out case), 
feront class intervals, ari recorded on th, upper part 
usasdths of a count). Thu interval is Q,0Ü2 counts (or 
andths), which IS dependent or can be related to quadrant 
readings. Control is carried out by weighing 1,5 m to 
.ths ui sliver from ali the four duliuiIIKD of the dra- 

Le' us assumi there are toui daily eu,¡trois. aine 

Thi. resu: ts f rom tne 
in a difiere; t colour or in a 
the   cipher   truin   she   delivery   UJ i 11 

n). 

second   control   u/ill   be   recorded 
conventional   sign   (in   our   example 

oe   enclosed   in   a   square   block 

Th..    delivery   numuer   will   be   recorded   in   tne   square   co 
rresponding   tu   the   test   value.   In   this   way,   it   mill   be   possible 
to  detect   possible   wrsny   trends   or   anomalies   in   the   machine   de- 
liveries.   Thus,   'ur    instance,   on  inonday   of   April   4,   the   first 
test   fro,;,   delivery   Ì   -as   produced,   a  nurmal   value,   whereas   the 
second   vaia,   n.js   moved   the   opposite   way   and   quite   far   from   the 
mean.   A   third   test,   tue   ut un   carried   out   (represented   by   cyphers 
in  a  circle   Q )   and   as   can   ue   seen,   again   delivery   i   was   far 
from   them   mi an   an.;   re.t   on   thi    same   side   as   in    the   previous   test. 
An   insufflent     snssute   mas   found   on   the   corresponding   delivery 
after   macinìi-    enee, in.,   which   caused   it   to   be   out   of   control.   Af- 
ter   carnation,   everything   went   on   nurmaily,   on   the   following 

days. 

At   th.    end   oí 
the   standard   deviation. 

Uitìfh ,       .e   16l,u   rule   is   applied   to   find 

In   our   example,   h¿   ausi, rvut ions   x   "\b%   -   8   values   from 
each  of   thi    tails  of    the   distribution.   The   standard   deviation   is 

294 - 290 
.,        = 2 and the rouuian, which in this instance is an esti- 

2 
mate of the mean) is 292 ( i.e. 0,292 hank). The coefficient of 

2 x 100 
variation   -   U,l% 

292 

It is convenient to find the value of the median daily 
in order to know the general trend of the machino and to be able 
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to correct for it if necessary. Control limits are calculated 
at the end of the week; these are marked on the sheet corres- 
ponding to next meek. In our example 3<T=3x2-6, i.e., 6 
units on each side uf the mean (286-296). These limits correj, 
pond   to   individual   deliveries. 

For   the   daily   means, <J" will   be   divided   by    l/n^-1 ,   but 
n   varies   from   8   to   12,    su   that   in   the   tonner   case   22   =   0,75 
and   in   the   latter   2   / /Ti   =  0,6.   In   practice. \fl 

292   +   3   x  0,75  -   294,25   and   289,75 

292   +   3   x  0,b     =   293,80   and   290,40 

i.e.,   294   and   290,    (it    is   a  coincidence   that   these   values  be 
the same   which   limit <T in   the   distribution   of   the   means). 

It   should   uu   observed   in   tins   example,      hat   the   con- 
trol   limits   huve   been   set   from   the     actual   and   i.t   írum  the 
nominal   mean   of   tht.   process.   In   this   way   tht    st._oii.ity   of   proce 
ssing   is   secured   although   it   is   slightly   out   of   center. 

When   all    the   deliveries   can   be   analyzed,    the   advan- 
tage   of   this   system   is   obvious,   since   it   is   easy   to   see,   from 
the   values   recorded   for   each  machine,   the   pos:.iole   anomalies 
and   to   correct   them.   With   a  classical   control   chart   the   failu- 
re   of   delivery  3   on   April   4   would   not   so   easily   nn    letected, 
If   not   corrected   it   nould   have   been   rjon.n   on,   originating  dis- 
turbances   which   perhaps   miu! t   huv»     >ev.n   si.uj.n   un   the   long   run 
at    the   cost   of    fai.iru,   uul   range   and,   ^nstibl/   afte,    sume   use- 
lesBpinion   change   narmful   to   process   stability. 

(b)   Control  of   pione; tics   or   parameter 

In   admission   and  production   cuntrol,   this  method  can 
be   used   as   a   substitute   foi   classical   Shew»,art's   control   charts. 
Fig.   2   shows   an   example   of   control   oí    a  30s   yarn   strength   for 
one   week   at   the   rate   of   25  daily   tests.    In   this   instance,   the 
value   from  each   test   ai      ..lurkid   by   a   cross   in   the   olocks  of   the 
card.   A   5g  class   inter- ai   tas   chosen. 

The   final   calculations   are   the   same   uihicn   have   been 
given   for   processing   control. 

On   the   mhol'-,   we   have   150   test s,   of   which   the   16  per 
cent   is   24.   We   shall,    therefore,   take   2"   points   ! iom   each  side 
and  the   interval   270-235   .-.   35  will   shoo,   the   2 <T value.   The   appro 
ximate   mean   will   be   235   +   17,5   =   252,5   u   and   the   coefficient   of 

17,5  x   100 
variation     =   i>,9%. 

252,2 

This   type   of   graph  has,   therefore,   many   applications 
as   a   substitute   of   She wharf a. 
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Example  of   application   of   a Multipla  Plan   in J_e<tile Control 

Quality  Control   of   dufecis   uf   uobbins 

Tins   COIarui    ia   to   be   applied   to   jobbins   in  order 
to   find   tne   proportion   and   Ut    soi t   of   defects   that  quite  o£ 
ten   shov   up. 

The   jufi-ct-'   are   classified   into   tuia   groups! 
(Hajor   defects: 

[Hack   bobbin   because  uf   an   inadequate   traveller   (at 
the   rinq   spannine;   fi.ino) 

Larui;   backward:    jouuin. 
dad   acobin   at   stui't,    too   low. 
Poorly   finished   üotiüin,    LUQ   hiqh. 

ífl i n o r   defects: 

Star  wheel   tuo   fai    ah«, ad,   giving  poorly   shaped  bobbins   (luhole 
doff). 
Backwards   Dobbin. 
Bobbin   with   a   pooi    start,   either   too   high   or   too   low,   on   the 
uihole   doff. 

Those   defects   snould   be   added   to   those   inherent   to 
some   processes   nut   imluaed   in   tii   above   c 1 as: if J cat ion. 

Sampling  pian   anu   implementation  of   control 

A   sequential   multiple   sampüny   plan   has   üeen   adopted, 
inhere   an   accepted   quality   level  of   "J   per   cent   has   been   set   for 
the   laryer   defects   and   uf    1U   por   cunt   fur   um   smaller   defects. 

The   sampling   plan   concerns   one   duff    and   it   is   shouin 
on   the   left   top   side   of    th.    card.   It   ojorks   in   the   following   mays 

A   first   sample   of   4Ü   bobbins   is   taken   at   random   and 
bobbins   are   examined   ont    by   one,   the   defects   being  recorded   under 
"major     dofects"   and   "   minor     defects". 

(a)    ifla.jpr    defects 

If   in   the   u/hole   4ü   bobbins   there   is   none   to   be   faulty 
or   only  one,   the   doff   mill   bo   accepted   as   good   (column   A  =   ac- 
ceptance,   for   laryer).    If   on   the   contrary,    the   number   of   faulty 
bobbins   is   greater   tan   6   (inclusive)   the   doff   will   be   conside- 
red   as   faulty   (column   •{   -   rejection   f   r   larger;.    If   the   number 
of   faulty   bobbins   is   betuaen   1   and  b,   a   second   sample  of   10   mo- 
re   bobbins   mill   be   taken,   and  on  the   luholu   sample  40   •   10   =   50, 
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it will be noted whether there are less than two or more than 
six faulty bobbins, to acceptor reject to doff. If the number 
of faulty bobbins is from 2 to 6, a third sample will be taken 
and so on, up to a fifth sample if necessary, this last being 
the decisive one). 

(b) (ßinot   defects 

The procedure is the same to that for larger defects, 
but with the acceptance and rejection figures shown on the right 
of the sampling plan. 

Sometimes, the whole doff larger defects (all bobbins 
are slack) or smaller (star wheel to far forward, bobbins with 
a poor start or finish because of bad adjustment of the lift at 
the beginning, or too highly finished). In that even1: a cross will 
marked (x) in the corresponding cell and the inspection will be 
continued in order to detect other possible def. cts, it being well 
understood that even if on carrying out this count, the above q_e 
neral defect be overlooked, the t' nal classing will be rejection 
even if the other detects should be smaller than their uurespon 
ding limiting figure. 

When there are bobbins with either a poor start or fi- 
nish, it should be discriminated where the defect IG major or 
minor  . Generally, it will be considered as smaller if it affects 
the whole doff and larger if it only affects a few oobbins becau- 
se of a bad condition of either spindle or tube. 

For slack bobbins it should also be discriminated whe- 
ther the defect is a general or a particular one, although in 
this event, the defect will be considered as major . 

Backward bobbins can be classified into major and 
minor according to severity of defect. 

UJhe a bobbin has two defects it will be classified fo- 
llowing the most important of the tu»o. 

../ 
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DEFECTS   IN   5PINNING 

Faulty   bobbins 

Sampling plan Complementary data 

Major minor Date     
Sample 

A R No. ft R lïlacnine  

1 6 1er 40 (40) 4 9           No  
2 6 2nd 10 (50) 5 10 
3 7 3rd 10 (60) 7 12            Batch  
4 8 4th 10 (70) 8 13 
7 8 5th 10 (80) 12 13 Breaks:   100   spindle  hour3.   . 

Saturation     

Control  dqta 

Safiojec lai ai 
1er   2nd  3rd 4th   5th 

1        0       0 0                    1 
1         1        0 0                   2 

)0       0       0 0 
1        0        0 0                    1 

Major 

Slack bobbin 
Large backwards 
Poor start (low 
Poor finish 

(high) 

minor 
Samplea Total 
1er 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Star uiheei too far forward   0 0 0 0.    - 
Little backwards            11 1 1 1        5 
Poor start (low)            0 0 0 0 
Poor finish (high)           0 0 0 0 

Operati««   Qualification .Açcepta&lf 
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Check  n1   items 

I 
If the found number of defective items 

Lies between c^ and C2 

Do not reaches c,j 
Exceeds  C2 

Take H2 supplementary iteniB 

I 
I 

If the found number of defec- 
tive items in n-j + n2 size 

Accept the 
lot 

\ 
Do not reaches 

c' 1 

Reject   the 
lot   or   carry out 
100%   inspection 

/ 
Exceeds   c'2 

Fig.   15 
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Check the first sample 
of size n 1 

i  
Exceeds Li 

If the quality 

-J- 
Lies between Li and I » 

1 

Take the second sampl< 
of size n„ 

If the quality 

I 
Do not reaches L' 

Í 
Exceeds L 

-J Ì 

Accept the 
lot 

2    Lies between L2 and L'2   Do not reach L' 

Take the third sample 
of size n3 

If the quality 

Í 
Exceeds L- i 

Do not reach L' 

Lies between L3 and L'3 

I 
Take   the   fourth   sample 

of   size   n4 

i 
If the average quality 

of m samples 

{" 
Exceeds L. 

i 
—J 

Do not reach L' 

III 
Refect   the   lot 
or   carry  out 
100$   inspection 

Tig,,  16 
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